TWO PARTS
Halo Effect  Just an innocent ring-shaped aura, Oxygen aims to please. Its effulgent inner void emanates good vibes that reflect and refract within its clear encasement to reveal overtones of light at the edges. Layers of ivory polycarbonate and aluminum are encased in a chrysalis of glassy acrylic with the entire seraphic construction welded together ultrasonically.
Inner light reflects within clear acrylic to create outer edge glow.

Translucent milky white polycarbonate prevents LED dots.
Lithium

Chemical element symbol: Li
Atomic number: 3
Atomic weight: 6.94
Star Crossed  Unlike its shy brother, Lithium considers itself the shining four-point star of the group. Its bottom half takes on a uniform radiance as it magnanimously bestows its light down onto its subjects below. An alabaster heart of translucent polycarbonate resides within a stretched bubble of clear acrylic, both of which are sealed shut via ultrasonic welding.
Top edge glow

Center crease refraction

No glues or screws
Exclusively ultrasonic welding

two.parts/lithium
Shy Guy  Calcium is the bashful twin of Lithium. Despite its conspicuously outstretched arms, this four point star chooses to shine upwards so as to not impose upon those below. The milky white glow north of its equator, care of an ultrasonically welded polycarbonate shell, is refracted by a clear acrylic enclosure as if coated by an aqueous membrane.
Hang 1 to 7 fixtures

Hook with every fixture

20 feet of cord to play with
Cluster Luster

Side Mounted Only

Center & Side Mounted
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Hydrogen
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Playing Coy  The devious Hydrogen purports to be a simple spherical shell. But when pressed, its interior becomes a fully illuminated hollow with no discernable light source, subverting the exterior’s presumed prominence. Oppositional surfaces or not, the fixture is cast as a seamless resin unibody with a matte finish that is sanded and painted four times inside and out.
Overlapping ceiling shadow pattern

Invisible light source

two parts/hydrogen
**Interior Complex**  Helium has a split personality. Though hard edged on the outside, it’s a softy on the inside. Its exterior facets seem to shift from every angle while a single curvaceous surface forms an interior that shines in its entirety. Despite dueling identities, the fixture is cast as a seamless resin unibody with a matte finish that is sanded and painted four times inside and out.
Solid cast resin

4x sanded & 4x painted by hand
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**Social Skills**  Carbon is a friendly creature. It doesn’t mind hanging solo, but it relishes time spent with fellow Carbons. Together, they form a graphene-like hexagonal sheet emanating light in all directions. Each fixture’s smooth polycarbonate boasts velvety translucence within a deep atmosphere of crystal clear acrylic sealed shut with ultrasonic welding.